The clinics listed here are only a small selection from the Oncology Center.

Please call us at the numbers given below to arrange an appointment.

Interdisciplinary Oncological Outpatient Clinic
Arnold-Heller-Str. 3, Building 50, 24105 Kiel
0431 500-22555, 22554

Breast and Gynecological Cancer Center Kiel Clinic
Arnold-Heller-Str. 3, Building 24, 24105 Kiel
04315 00-21490

Tumor Consultation, Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
Arnold-Heller-Str. 3, Building 26, 24105 Kiel
0431 500-26166

Oncological Consultation, Clinic for Ear, Nose, Throat, Head and Neck Surgery
Arnold-Heller-Str. 3, Building 27, 24105 Kiel
04315 00-21740

Tumor Consultation, Department of Urology and Pediatric Urology
Arnold-Heller-Str. 3, Building 18, 24105 Kiel
0431 500-24821

Tumor Outpatient, Skin Cancer Center
Arnold-Heller-Str. 3, Building 19, 24105 Kiel
0431-500-21206

Universitätsklinikum Schleswig-Holstein
Oncological Center Campus Kiel
Coordinator Dr. rer. nat. Kerstin Khalaj Hedaya
Arnold-Heller-Str. 3, Building 14, 24105 Kiel
www.uksh.de/Onkologisches_Zentrum_Kiel
0431 500-18201, 18204
E-Mail: krebszentrum-nord@uksh.de
The Oncology Center at the Karl-Lennert-Krebszentrum Nord at UKSH Campus Kiel bundles the oncological competence of Organ Cancer Centers from the Campus Kiel and links them with general practitioners in the region.

Every patient at the Oncology Center has a guarantee that they will benefit from the expertise of all cancer care disciplines. The university hospitals and institutes as well as a range of external partners work closely together under the umbrella of the Oncology Center.

The Oncology Center has a base of Organ Cancer Centers from UKSH. The respective teams of experts from various disciplines work closely together. They develop, update and monitor binding guidelines for diagnosis, treatment and care for patients. These guidelines describe the patient’s path from the first contact in the Oncology Center through aftercare. The core of the Oncology Center is based on case conferences for the patients called tumor boards. At these boards, experts discuss a patient’s complex medical condition, and a common treatment strategy is outlined for each individual patient. Specialists from all disciplines are involved as well as radiation oncologists, hematologists, radiologists, nuclear physicians and clinical pathologists.

Internationally renowned experts and the most modern treatment and diagnostic options are immediately available for you in the Oncology Center.

In order to constantly improve the quality of treatment in the Oncology Center, training and advanced education are regularly offered for all professional groups involved in oncological treatment.

The German Cancer Society certifies the Oncological Center and Organ Cancer Centers. Therefore, an independent institute regularly checks the high quality of our services.

The interdisciplinary Oncology Center at Campus Kiel is the central point for all cancer patients. The facilities of the Center are located in the Karl-Lennert-Krebszentrum Nord and are easily reached by telephone around the clock. Please call +49 431 500-22555.

The focus is on patient service: Every patient arriving at the Center is admitted, analyzed and advised by one of our specialists. Further investigations will be coordinated by the patient and when applicable, the referring physician.

When a complete diagnosis is available, the results will be evaluated and a treatment plan will be compiled and organized by our experts. Then the therapy can be quickly adopted by the respective specialized Organ Cancer Centers.

In addition to the care provided by the health care professionals, physicians, physician assistants and oncology nurses, a variety of health care possibilities involved in treatment of cancer are available to our patients: nutritional advice, physiotherapy, social-legal advice, psycho-oncological support or sport therapy.

Quality Management Representative
Quality Management Representative
Tumor Documentation
Sport and Exercise Therapy
Cooperation with OZ and other organizations

Querschnittsdisziplinen
- Oncological
- Internal Supportive¹
- External Supportive²

External cooperation and connections to the Oncological Center

Existing and cooperating partners
DKG/DnikaZert
Medical Association SH, Doctor’s Club SH
Minister of Social Affairs

¹ e.g. Radiation Oncology, Nuclear Medicine, Pathology
² DKG Requirements, for example, nursing, social services, radiation care etc.
³ DKG Requirements, for example, hospice, self-help, SOPC, rehabilitation facilities

About us
High quality therapy
The way to the Oncology Center